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Mouseflow Tools
Recordings
Playback - Colored timeline shows activity. Mouse over timeline to get key.
Referrer = where the user came from. Click on link to see where the user came from
No referrer = browser didn't set this data or user entered site in manually
Entry Page = first page in the session
Pages = total # of pages hit during session
Waterfall = click on page number - drop down of each page visited during session
Green area = activity on the page
White space = inactivity
Overlap between green areas on different pages = had two concurrent pages open at once
Duration = will be longer than the actual recording. Mouseflow automatically excludes times when the user was inactive
Menu = Share, Edit Tag, Edit Variable, Download recording
Tag Definitions
Click-Error = Indicates an error in the code of your site was triggered when a user interacted with your page or an element within your
page.
Click-Rage = Signals frustration from a user. This means there were multiple clicks attempted out of frustration. To read more about
click-rage, visit this article: See Your Most Frustrated Users
Form-Interact = Indicates user interaction with a form.
Submit = Means a user submitted a form.
Payment = Entered payment information
Error modal = any time an error modal is shown
Search/Filter/Trends
In order to create a new view, use the tools below to create. Then, save the view in order to access at a later date with the same filters applied.
Search IP Address if user has error
Referrers
Location
Filter Browser, traffic source (email, search, social media, links), country, operating system,
sScreen resolution for de-bugging
Navigation (user flow)
Create multiple navigation pages
Tags

See above definitions for tags
Frustration
Can filter by how frustrated users were when using our site. Frustration is rated based on a 1-10 scale on how hard it was for a
user to navigate the site.
Trends (next to filter Icon) See trends over time (customize time)
Use in conjunction with filter to see pattern with issue
Heatmaps
Page = page path for website
Engagement = total time user spends navigating the page - being active
Clicks = all clicks that happen on the page
Render = how long does it take to load the page
Red = Long render time
Scroll = how far down do they scroll?
18% of the page is scrolled by users who browse the home page
Height - how long is the page?
Can tell you most people wont scroll that far because too much content
Size = how much content does the page have?
use this to compare with load time issues
Click Heatmap = where people click and how many
Turn something into a click if people randomly clicking
Open one heatmap to see all metrics on links
Link Analysis
Links
hover to click rate
shows hesitation
how long do they need to decide if it's a good
% of total clicks on the site
hover order
what people find first
clicking visitors
% clicked out of total visitors to this page
what is most important feature?
time to click
user is ready to follow through on link
Movement Heatmap = Where users move their mouse and pay attention to and engagement
Gauge whether the key areas of a page receive adequate attention.
Heatmap drawer in top bar - to see intensity scale
Questions to ask:
Are there “hot” areas over content (buttons, links, text, etc.) that supports the overall page goal?
Are there “hot” areas over content (buttons, links, text, etc.) that detracts from the overall page goal?
Are there “hot” areas of equivalent size over each form field? If not, does having less activity make sense for some fields (optional
comments, etc.)?
Are there “hot” areas over content that isn’t well explained/elaborated upon in the content? If so, visitors might be interested in learning
more.
http://help.mouseflow.com/knowledge_base/topics/movement-heatmaps
Scroll Heatmap = % of page visible to the user
Each section provides statistics about visibility and time spent – either viewing or interacting with different parts of the page.
Hover off links to see how many people clicked on that link
Attention Heatmap = time based heatmap - where users are spending their time

engagement: activity, scrolling, clicks, movement, scrolling, typing
red: spending the most time focusing on the part
little box - how much time they spend on that section, and how much time they spend engaged
Geo heatmap = Geo-location of each visitor to the website
Use same filters as recordings to see where users live
Highest quality traffic comes from which area
ex: people view 4 pages when 4 min or more on the site - can filter by that
Mobile comes from the mountains and when
Funnels
Create user flows
Add a page to the funnel to see a user flow
To add a page, write the URL with the info after "keystone.com"
"/cart.aspx"
Use cases
Use for drop offs in a certain user flow
Add pages that people may visit in between funnels to see if conversion gets better
- Filter by operating system to see if there's a bug in each one
Forms
Measure performance on forms
Improve conversion within forms
Drop off rate in fields
Interaction rate with each field
Header
Visits = tells you how many visits we've tracked to the page where your form is available.
Conversion Rate = indicates the percentage of visitors who successfully converted
Drop-off = This number represents the total amount of visitors who left the page without interacting with the form.
Fields
Timeline = visualizes the time spent on each individual field. This makes it easy for you to see if a particular field causes a delay when
filling out the form.
Change details in timeline info in header
Average Duration = The average time spent in this field.
Refills = The percentage of visitors who changed the input in this field, after an unsuccessful submit attempt.
Blank Submits = The percentage of visitors who submitted the form without filling this field.
Troubleshooting: http://help.mouseflow.com/knowledge_base/topics/troubleshooting-forms-with-no-successful-submits
Feedback
Allows visitors to supply direct feedback to website administrators.
Campaign Statistics
Status: Here you can see the current status of your campaign - whether it's active on your site or inactive. You can also change the status
here by clicking on one of the two buttons.
Impressions: Here you can see how many times your campaign has been displayed.
Responses: Here you can see how many users have fully completed responding to your campaign.
Response Rate: Here you can see what percent of users that saw the campaign also responded to it.
Results: Here you can switch the display of the graph displayed on the right of the screen between a breakdown of the daily amount of
responses and breakdowns of the different answers to each question posed in your campaign. More information on this below.
Responses Chart = Displays a line chart over the daily amount of responses your campaign has received within the selected date range - the
horizontal axis displays the dates within the selected date range and the vertical axis displays the amount of successful responses.
The Answer chart = Displays a bar chart over the different answers to the selected multiple choice question from your campaign. Each choice
option is split into its own bar and the height of each bar represents the number of responses that chose that particular choice.
Response List = For each entry, you can see the user's location, submission time, the page on which the user answered the campaign and their
answers to all of the campaign's questions.
Customize the feedback web widget by
color scheme

Screen location
When triggered
When discarded
Definitions: http://help.mouseflow.com/knowledge_base/topics/the-feedback-report
How to create a feedback report: http://help.mouseflow.com/knowledge_base/topics/how-to-add-a-feedback-campaign
Saved Views
Barriers to Purchase
Address & payment drop off
Filter = Payment tag
Use * at end of URL for specific pages to start with

